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4 nm thick V layers grown by triode sputtering on MgO�001� single crystals and capped with MgO exhibit
a perfect epitaxy accompanied by a tetragonal distortion and an unexpected volume compression that increases
with the V deposition temperature. The electrical resistivity follows a deposition temperature dependence with
these structural modifications, decreasing by an order of magnitude across the temperature range studied. Total
energy ab initio calculations rule out electronic structure changes and/or oxygen interface diffusion as respon-
sible for the structure variation. Calculations of the ballistic conductance for the epitaxial V films do not
reproduce the resistivity-volume correlation, implying a diffusive electron transport mechanism in the films,
despite their high crystallinity. Instead, we assign the origin of the electrical behavior to the presence of growth
induced defects in the V lattice, whose density is higher in films deposited at low temperature, and decreases
as deposition temperature increases. These results extend the previous findings in volume expanded H loaded
Fe /V and Mo /V superlattices to simpler structures where the H content is negligible and, additionaly, all the
electronic transport is confined within the V film.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the properties of ultrathin and nanostructured
films is motivated by both fundamental reasons and potential
technological applications. Subtle modifications of the physi-
cal properties of these systems are achieved by tiny changes
of the structure that, for example, can be induced by adsorp-
tion or insertion of doping elements such as H. Vanadium,
which is known to act as a strong hydrogen getter,1–4 is the
natural prototype element to study the effects of introducing
H in very thin structures and nanoparticles. Furthermore,
these systems are attracting attention for the design of new
materials for information storage and hydrogen storage for
energetic applications.5,6 Very recently, Meded et al.7 have
reported in-plane resistivity variations upon hydrogen load-
ing of Fe /V and Mo /V superlattices. They have interpreted
their findings in terms of electronic structure modifications
via hydrogen induced V expansion, with no contribution to
the resistivity of the hydrogen atoms. They have concluded
that the sole physical effect behind the modification of the
resistivity of the multilayers is the vanadium volume expan-
sion resulting from the incorporation of H.

In view of the interest in these results, we have followed
a different approach to study this phenomenon, producing
volume distorted V ultrathin films without the inclusion of
either an external element responsible of the lattice expan-
sion �H� or additional conducting layers �Fe and Mo� that
might contribute to the resistivity of the whole system. In
addition, we study these effects not only in volume expanded
systems, but also in both expanded and compressed ones. We
present results on the correlation of the electrical resistivity
with the volume expansion and compression of V ultrathin
films grown at different temperatures in MgO /V /MgO�001�
fully epitaxial trilayers by triode sputtering. Here, the only
layers that contribute to the resistivity measurements are the
V layers, making, in principle, the interpretation of the resis-

tivity results more straightforward. Also, the lattice modifi-
cation of the V layers is not induced by H loading, but rather
controlled by the growth conditions of the structures as re-
ported below.

Additionaly, we have performed density functional
theory8 �DFT� based calculations exploring the impact that
interface vanadium oxide layers exert on the volume of the V
films. We have also calculated the ballistic conductance of
these films in order to check if a defect-free atomistic de-
scription of the system could account for the measured
volume-resistivity correlation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All the samples were grown in an ultrahigh vacuum sys-
tem with triode sputtering and laser ablation facilities. The
ultrathin V films �4 nm thick� were deposited by triode sput-
tering at different temperatures on MgO�001� single crystals.
The argon pressure during sputtering was 4�10−4 mbar and
the base pressure was in the low 10−9 mbar. The sputtering
voltage was 1 kV and the resulting deposition rate was
0.4 Å /min. Prior to V deposition, a 10 nm MgO buffer layer
was grown by laser ablation at 450 °C on the substrate to
planarize the surface.9 Subsequently, a 10 nm thick MgO
capping layer was deposited at room temperature �RT� to
protect the V layers from oxidation. A great advantage of
these kind of structures is that the only metallic layer is the V
film under investigation, the substrate, buffer, and capping
layers being insulators. This is very convenient to directly
measure the electrical resistivity of the V layer ex situ with-
out shorting effects from metallic capping or adjacent layers.
The crystallographic structure of the samples was studied ex
situ by x-ray diffraction �XRD� using a four-circle diffracto-
meter, K� radiation, and 1 /4° divergence slits. The electrical
resistivity was measured using a four-probe setup in the tem-
perature range from 10 to 300 K. Electrical contacts were
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applied on the V layer by scratching the insulating capping
layer until electrical continuity was achieved.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The detailed structural characterization of the samples has
been presented elsewhere,10 and here, we only describe the
main aspects that are relevant in this work. In Fig. 1, we
show the high angle symmetric XRD scans for
MgO /V /MgO�001� structures, where the V layers have been
grown at temperatures ranging from RT up to 400 °C. The
high intensity peak tail below 45° corresponds to the
MgO�200� reflection. In all spectra, the V�200� peak is ob-
served together with clear Kiessig fringes, characteristic of a
high quality growth, with sharp interfaces and structural co-
herence length equivalent to the total V layer thickness. This
last point was confirmed by applying Scherrer’s equation to
the �200� diffraction peak, obtaining a structural coherence
length along the growth direction of 4 nm, equivalent to the
total thickness of the V layer, for all growth temperatures.10

X-ray reflectometry measurements �not shown here� con-
firm the sharp character of the interfaces with well defined
oscillations, and atomic force microscope measurements on
MgO capped and uncapped V samples deposited at the same
temperatures yielded rms roughness of around 3 Å.10 It can
be observed in the spectra of Fig. 1 that the V�200� peak
appears clearly displaced from its bulk position, with a
gradual shift toward smaller scattering angles with decreas-
ing deposition temperature. Asymmetric �111� and �110� V
reflections where also detected, confirming the V�001�
��100� �MgO�001��110� epitaxial relationship. This is illus-
trated in the inset of Fig. 1, where azimuthal � scans for both
�110� V and MgO reflections are presented, showing the 45°
in-plane rotation of the V lattice with respect to the MgO,

with the V atoms sitting on top of O atoms.11 Both in-plane
and out-of-plane V lattice parameters, a�

V , were determined
through the positions of the �200�, �211�, and �110� V reflec-
tions for the different structures considered in this work. We
find that the V grows under in-plane compression, having a
coherent interface with the MgO, as the 45° in-plane lattice
rotation implies an almost perfect match with the MgO lat-
tice. In fact, the in-plane V lattice parameters ��2.96 Å� are
almost equal to the �2 corrected MgO parameter �2.97 Å�.
On the other hand, the out-of-plane V lattice parameter for
films deposited at RT, 100 °C, and 200 °C appears expanded
with a higher expansion for RT deposition, adopting the bulk
value for samples grown at 300 and 400 °C.

From the measured in-plane and out-of-plane lattice pa-
rameters, we have determined the tetragonal distortion
�a�

V /a�� and volume of the V lattice as a function of deposi-
tion temperature that are presented in Fig. 2. The tetragonal
distortion is found to be larger than one over the whole V
deposition temperature range, with a maximum value of al-
most 7% for RT deposition, decreasing as deposition tem-
perature increases, and reaching values around 2% for 300
and 400 °C V deposition temperatures. Regarding the vol-
ume expansion, it also shows a continuous variation with

FIG. 1. XRD symmetric scans for the MgO /V /MgO�001�
structures with V deposition temperature ranging from RT up to
400 °C. Inset: Representative asymmetric � scans at V �110� and
MgO �110� peaks showing the epitaxial nature of the V layers and
the 45° in-plane rotation of the V lattice with respect to the MgO
one.

FIG. 2. �a� Tetragonal distortion �a�
V /a�� versus V deposition

temperature. �b� V volume cell �left axis� and relative change �right
axis� as a function of V deposition temperature �lines are guides for
the eye�.
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deposition temperature, with a maximum value �around 2%�
for RT deposition and decreases as deposition temperature
increases. Remarkably, we find an inversion in the sign of the
volume expansion as the deposition temperature increases,
being positive for RT deposition, but negative for all the
other deposition temperatures, turning into a gradually in-
creasing compression as deposition temperature increases,
with a maximum value of −3% for 400 °C.

We now turn to the electrical characterization of the same
series of V thin layers as a function of deposition tempera-
ture and, therefore, as a function of the volume distortion.
The results are summarized in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3�a�, we show
the evolution of the resistivity of the V layers measured at
250 K as a function of the growth temperature. The resistiv-
ity values have been normalized to the maximum resistivity
measured for the V thin film grown at RT. As can be ob-

served, there is a continuous decrease of the resistivity as the
deposition temperature increases. Since we have previously
shown the direct correlation between deposition temperature
and volume expansion, in Fig. 3�b� we show the volume
expansion dependence of the V resistivity in this system,
where a clear and continuous dependence of the resistivity as
a function of the volume expansion can be observed, regard-
less of the sign of the latter, i.e., regardless if the V lattice is
compressed or expanded. These results are similar to those
obtained in H loaded structures, although we here extend the
V volume variation to negative values, thus covering both
compression and expansion situations.

Interestingly, we find that not only the trends observed in
the evolution of the resistivity of the V layers are similar to
those reported for V /Fe and V /Mo multilayers, i.e., the re-
sistivity increases with increasing V lattice volume, but also
that the changes in the resistivity are of the same order. In
fact, here we find that a modification of the V lattice volume
of 5% corresponds to a change of resistivity by approxi-
mately a factor of 10. Recently, Burkert et al.12 found that
the average expansion of the out-of-plane lattice parameter
of V in Fe /V multilayers loaded with 50% H is close to 5%.
They also found that the in-plane lattice parameter was not
modified by H loading, leading to a volume expansion close
to 5%. Assuming that 0.8��� /��max�0.9 for 50% H
loaded Fe /V multilayer,7 this corresponds to a resistivity
change for this system that is close to a factor of 6, i.e., not
far from the results presented here.

Since the resistivity changes are similar to those observed
in H loaded structures, it is important to discuss the possible
origin of the V lattice distortion, in our case, its impact on
the resistivity of the thin V layers and also the presence of
hydrogen in the V layers. Even though there was no inten-
tional addition of hydrogen in the V lattice in the present
work, the lattice distortion could be due to residual hydro-
gen, because of the strong affinity of V to absorb H, and the
presence of H in the growth chamber since this element is
always present in measurable amounts even in ultrahigh
vacuum systems. In order to clarify this important point, we
have performed elastic recoil detection analysis
measurements13 for samples exhibiting extreme changes in
lattice parameter �expansion and compression�. For all
samples, a residual H content �1% was detected, which is
clearly below the H concentration needed to modify the lat-
tice parameters of V.7 These results rule out the H contami-
nation as responsible for the V lattice distortion, and favor
other mechanisms.

IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS

The results presented in the previous section show a strik-
ing behavior of the volume V—or equivalently a�

V —with the
annealing temperature. Here, we address the possibility that
the V lattice distortion stems from subtle modifications of the
V /MgO�001� interface, which can be produced by different
growth temperatures.13 It is reasonable to expect that issues
such as the composition of the first V layers in contact with
the MgO�001� substrate and their relative registry might re-
sult in different V thin film structures. Therefore, we have

FIG. 3. �a� V resistivity as a function of the V deposition tem-
perature. �b� V resistivity as a function of V volume modification
�lines are guides for the eye�.
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theoretically explored, at the atomic level, the existence of
�meta�stable phases possibly induced by the creation of thin
vanadium oxide layers at the MgO /V interface, which could
present different V atomic volumes within the metallic film.

A. Structural analysis

The coherent nature of the V /MgO interface as well as
the crystalline coherency along the growth direction makes
the V film rigidly bonded to the substrate in the in-plane
direction, with only the vertical direction free to modify the
lattice parameter. Besides, since the capping layer is also
MgO, we can assume the upper MgO /V interface to be also
coherent, implying a strong structural constriction for the V
film. We have modeled such scenario embedding a 25 atom
thick V film between five MgO layers in a multilayer geom-
etry, as depicted in Fig. 4.

The metallic and oxide films follow bcc and rocksalt
stackings, respectively, and they are both �001� oriented. A
perfect epitaxy is assumed between the two films, so that the
system may be laterally described with a squared p�1�1�
unit cell �see top views on the right of Fig. 4�. Apart from the
clean interface case, we have also considered oxygen-rich
interfaces by adding one or two oxygen atoms to the V

planes closer to the MgO, i.e., substituting the V atomic
planes by VO planes. Thus, our model systems may be de-
noted by �MgO�5 / �VO�m / �V�n / �VO�m� / �MgO�5, with n+m
+m�=25 fixed. The m=m�=0 case represents the clean in-
terface, m=m� leads to symmetric interfaces, and m�=0 cor-
responds to a clean interface at the top, i.e., no oxygen dif-
fusion at the top MgO capping layer. Additionally, there are
two possible high-symmetry stackings at each interface: a
metal atom is placed below or on top of an oxygen atom or
below or on top of another metal atom. In the case of sym-
metric systems, this leads to two possible stacking configu-
rations for m=0, three for m=1, and up to eight for m=2.

We have employed the pseudopotential14 DFT based SI-

ESTA code15 for all total energy calculations. A linear combi-
nation of atomic orbitals is used as basis set, while an �8
�8�1� k sampling was applied to the three-dimensional
cell. In choosing the exchange-correlation functional, we
checked the performance of both the local density
approximation16 �LDA� and the generalized gradient
approximation17 �GGA�. LDA yielded rather contracted lat-
tice parameters for both the ceramic and V-bcc bulk phases
�aLDA�MgO�=4.13 Å vs aexp�MgO�=4.21 Å and aLDA�V�
=2.89 Å vs aexp�V�=3.02 Å�. The GGA scheme, on the con-
trary, provided good agreement for the metallic phase, but an
expanded value for the oxide �aGGA�V�=3.06 Å and
aGGA�MgO�=4.35 Å�. Geometry optimizations via total en-
ergy minimization were carried out for our model systems,
allowing all atoms to relax as well as the total thickness of
the unit cell in order to remove any stress along the system
normal. The in-plane lattice parameter a� was fixed to 2.97 Å
in all cases. As a reference, we considered a tetragonally
distorted V-bcc bulk phase, with the in-plane lattice param-
eter also fixed to 2.97 Å, while a�

V was swept over a wide
range of values; we will refer to this latter system as the
V-bct bulk phase. We note that the self-consistent procedure
implemented in SIESTA15 is particularly problematic for inho-
mogeneous systems containing 3d transition metals, result-
ing in very long computation times. We were, thus, forced to
reduce the accuracy of the SIESTA calculation parameters,
e.g., single zeta d atomic orbitals for V, or to neglect any
interactions between nonoverlapping atoms. We have, never-
theless, checked for some test cases that our qualitative con-
clusions do not vary if more accurate calculations are per-
formed instead. At the same time, a systematic study
involving all possible structures became computationally in-
tractable. Still, we have covered a wide spectrum of configu-
rations: 13 and 12 different cases for the LDA and GGA
calculations, respectively.

As outcome of this theoretical study, we found that, for all
structures, the interlayer spacing a�

V never showed strong
deviations with respect to the value optimized for the bulk
V-bct. We plot in Fig. 5 the GGA derived total energy dif-
ferences and pressures as a function of a�

V for the V-bct case
as well as for the most stable sandwiched V films found. The
total energy minima are attained close to a�

V =3.20 Å, which
is 0.05 Å smaller than the expected value of a�

V =3.25 Å if
the GGA atomic volume of vanadium is preserved �dashed
vertical line in the plots�. The rest of the structures showed
deviations from this value always smaller than ±0.02 Å.

aV

(001)

(100)

Mg

V

O

MgO(001)

VO(001)

V−bcc(001)

(010)

(100)

1 ML VO

5 ML
MgO

24 ML V

FIG. 4. Top and side views of the models employed in the
simulations for the embedded V films. The left figure corresponds
to an asymmetric �MgO�5 / �VO�1 / �V�24 / �VO�0 / �MgO�5 structure.
The dashed rectangle shows the unit cell. The interlayer V spacing
a�

V is also indicated although we actually compute it as the average
interlayer spacing between the oxygen-free V layers. Top views on
the right give the in-plane structure for the different types of layers
considered in this work.
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Hence, the V films always adopt a a�
V value which leads to a

1.5% compression of the theoretically optimized volume for
the ideal V-bcc phase, regardless of the interface configura-
tion or the presence of interface VO layers. We believe that
this is a general result since it also applies to unstable struc-
tures with total energies up to 4 eV above the most stable
ones. The LDA results, not shown here, were similar to the
GGA case, except that a 2% expansion is found instead of a
volume compression. However, we feel that the GGA results
are more reliable since they reproduce more closely the
V-bcc structural properties.

In the lower part of the figure, we plot the evolution of the
pressure as a function of a�

V . At equilibrium spacing, there is
no stress along the normal �001� direction, but a residual
pressure exists, which stems from the in-plane stress im-
posed on the films. As the interlayer spacing is increased,
this in-plane stress is released although it involves an energy
cost. Therefore, our main conclusion of the present structural
analysis is that the most stable structure of the in-plane
strained V films is not the one which preserves the volume in
the bcc phase, but the films that suffer a small contraction
��1.5% � along the normal direction. Further, interface ef-
fects such as oxygen diffusion at the interface or the exis-
tence of metastable configurations has no impact on the vol-
ume compression.

B. Ballistic conductance

In this section, we try to rationalize the resistivity-
compression relationship evidenced in Fig. 3. We have re-
tained the quantum atomistic picture together with the model
systems employed in the previous section, and calculated the
conductance of such films along the in-plane �100� direction.
Imposing a perfect epitaxy implies that the geometries are
defect-free and periodic along the electron transport direc-

tion, and hence, the transport properties of the films are de-
scribed by their ballistic conductance.18 The resistivity is
then given by the inverse of the conductance, the latter being
proportional to the transmission coefficient across a section
of the film and at the Fermi energy, T�EF�. We employ stan-
dard Green’s function techniques in order to calculate
T�EF�,19 preserving the DFT level of accuracy by using the
SIESTA Hamiltonian matrix elements obtained in the previous
section to construct the system’s Green’s functions.20 In-
creased k samplings along the �010� direction, a small imagi-
nary part of the energy, 	=1 meV, and a 10 meV energy
window around the Fermi energy were used in the conduc-
tance calculations. We also verified that modifying these val-
ues within reasonable limits did not change the conclusions.

We plot in Fig. 6 the transmission coefficient as a function
of a�

V for the V-bct case as well as for several embedded
films. Although there is a general decrease in the conduc-
tance as the interlayer V spacing becomes smaller, deviations
from the average value are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the drop in resistivity experimentally measured. The
behavior is common to all the V films, all of them attaining
similar conductance values. Hence, the interface structure
and/or stoichiometry seems not responsible for the resistivity
drop. The strong discrepancy with the experimental behavior
implies that the ballistic assumption is not appropriate for
our films and, therefore, their transport properties should be
dominated by in-plane defects, i.e., the transport is in a dif-
fusive regime.

V. FINAL DISCUSSION

From the measurements and the above analysis regarding
the resistivity of the V films, we may conclude that our
samples are not defect-free along the in-plane direction and
that the defect concentration decreases with increasing depo-
sition temperature. Since interface effects as well as the pres-
ence of H in the thin V films have been excluded, the only
possible mechanism that could explain the resistivity drop is
the reduction of the density of defects in the films with in-
creasing growth temperature. Experimentally, however, there
is no appreciable dependence of crystalline coherence length,
mosaic spread, surface roughness, or any other structural pa-
rameter with the deposition temperature. However, we can
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FIG. 5. �a� Total energy differences as a function of the V inter-
layer spacing a�

V for the V-bct bulk phase �solid lines�, the
�MgO�5 / �VO�0 / �V�25 / �VO�0 / �MgO�5 system �dashed line�, and
the �MgO�5 / �VO�1 / �V�23 / �VO�1 / �MgO�5 one �dotted line�. �b� To-
tal pressure as a function of a�

V for the same cases as in �a�. The
solid vertical line corresponds to the average equilibrium value 	a�

V 

obtained for all the systems studied under the GGA. The dashed
vertical line gives the value of a�

V at which the GGA atomic volume
of V is retrieved.

FIG. 6. The transmission coefficient T�EF� along the �100� di-
rection as a function of the V interlayer spacing a�

V for the bulk
V-bct phase �solid line� and the same embedded V films shown in
Fig. 5 �dashed and dotted lines�. Squares, circles, and crosses give
the transmission coefficient for alternative interface configurations
with none, one, and two VO layers, respectively. Only the GGA
results are displayed.
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indirectly, at least in a qualitative approach, discern the dif-
ference in the structural quality of the films by measuring the
residual resistance ratio �RRR� �measured between RT and
10 K� for the different structures. The RRR parameter has
been recently used to determine the structural quality in ul-
trathin films via electrical transport characterization.21 By re-
ducing the temperature, all sources of electrical resistivity
besides defects �i.e., electronic or lattice vibrations� are fro-
zen out, therefore observing a stronger decrease in resistivity
in a high structural quality film than in an equivalent film
with more structural defects. In our specific case, we experi-
mentally observe an increase in the RRR values with V
deposition temperature, pointing to a gradual and reasonable
improvement in structural quality with deposition tempera-
ture due to a reduction in the number of defects. Regarding
the nature of the defects, Ikuhara and Pirouz22 have esti-
mated the critical thickness for the appearance of misfit dis-
locations in the V /MgO�001� system to be 1.9 nm, even
though experimentally they do not observe such dislocations
in 5 nm thick V films. Therefore, we cannot presume the
existence of dislocations in our systems. Still, defects such as
buried steps and kinks, as well as a certain amount of disor-
der, may be expected.

We next address the, in principle, counterintuitive ob-
served volume compression for deposition at high tempera-
tures. The calculations presented in the previous section have
shown that the V films tetragonally distorted stabilize with an
interlayer spacing a�

V , which corresponds to a contracted V
atomic volume, in agreement with the experimental results
for high deposition temperatures. Therefore, the effect of
temperature is to produce some degree of annealing of the
film, driving the system to its most stable �volume con-
tracted� state. One may still ask what is the origin of the
expanded volume for the V films grown at lower tempera-
tures. The bombardment of the growing film by neutral at-
oms reflected off the target23 is known to induce inhomoge-
neous disorder that, in turn, can give rise to a volume
expansion.24 This disorder is maximum for RT depositions
and, therefore, a maximum volume expansion may be ex-
pected at this temperature. Another possible mechanism for
the volume expansion is the well-known residual stress of

thin films produced by a sputtering process.25–27 Probably the
combination of both disorder and some amount of residual
stress is responsible for the expansion of the films.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a study on the evolution
of the resistivity of ultrathin V layers as a function of lattice
parameter modification. Our results confirm and extend the
studies presented by Meded et al.. In particular, we show that
the unit volume of ultrathin V films can be monitored by
tuning the growth temperature of the films without the need
of H incorporation. The resulting unit volume changes �ex-
pansion and compression� have a drastic impact on the resis-
tivity that is higher for increasing volume. The changes in
resistivity are of the same order as those resulting from the
incorporation of H. The theoretical calculations demonstrate
that the V lattice distortion and the associated resistivity drop
are not related to changes at the V /MgO�001� interface, but
arise from a decrease in the density of defects within the V
films with growth temperature. Our study highlights the dif-
ficulty of determining with high precision the degree of crys-
tallinity of buried thin films despite the fact that the concen-
tration of defects turns out to be crucial to the film transport
properties.
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